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Numerical Methods for a Model for Compressible

Miscible Displacement in Porous Media

By Jim Douglas, Jr. and Jean E. Roberts

Abstract. A nonlinear parabolic system is derived to describe compressible miscible displace-

ment in a porous medium. The system is consistent with the usual model for incompressible

miscible displacement. Two finite element procedures are introduced to approximate the

concentration of one of the fluids and the pressure of the mixture. The concentration is

treated by a Galerkin method in both procedures, while the pressure is treated by either a

Galerkin method or by a parabolic mixed finite element method. Optimal order estimates in

I? and essentially optimal order estimates in Lx are derived for the errors in the approximate

solutions for both methods.

Introduction. We shall consider the single-phase, miscible displacement of one

compressible fluid by another in a porous medium under the assumptions that no

volume change results from the mixing of the components and that a pressure-den-

sity relation exists for each component in a form that is independent of the mixing.

These equations of state will imply that the fluids are in the liquid state. Our model

will represent a direct generalization of the model [3], [4], [7] that has been treated

extensively for incompressible miscible displacement.

The reservoir ti will be taken to be of unit thickness and will be identified with a

bounded domain in R2. We shall omit gravitational terms for simplicity of exposi-

tion; no significant mathematical questions arise when the lower order terms are

included.

Let c¡ denote the (volumetric) concentration of the /th component of the fluid

mixture, i= 1,...,«. We assume that a density pi can be assigned to the /'th

component that depends solely on the pressure p; moreover, we shall take this

equation of state in the form

(i.i) V = z<^
ri

where z, is the "constant compressibility" factor [12, p. 10] for the /'th component.

The assumption of miscibility of the components implies that the Darcy velocity of

the fluid is given by

(1.2) u = --Vp,
M

where k = k(x) is the permeability of the rock and p = p(c) = p(cx,...,cn) is the

viscosity of the fluid. Assume that no volume change is induced by mixing the

components and that a diffusion coefficient, which can combine the effects of
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molecular diffusion and dispersion [13], exists that is component-independent; i.e.,

let

(1.3) D = <b{dmI + \u\(d,E(u) + d,E^(u))),

where E(u) = [ukUi/\u\2] is the 2 X 2 matrix representing orthogonal projection

along the velocity vector and E^(u) = I — E(u) its orthogonal complement, and

^> = <í>(jc) is the porosity of the rock. Then, conservation of mass of the /'th

component in the mixture is expressed by the equation

(1.4) *dr~+ v ' (c'p'") " v ■ (p<Dvc<ï= eiM>

where q is the external volumetric now rate, and c, is the concentration of the /'th

component in the external flow; c, must be specified at points at which injection (i.e.,

q > 0) takes place, and c, is assumed to be equal to c¡ at production points.

Carry out the differentiation indicated in (1.4), divide by p,, and use (1.1). The

following equation results:

(1.5) <p-^ + <Kc,-g7 + V • [c,u) + z,c,u ■ Vp - V ■ (£>Vc,)

-zlDvcl ■ Vp = c,q.

If the components are of "slight compressibility" [12, pp. 10-11], then the term

ZjCjU ■ Vp is effectively quadratic in the velocity, which is small in almost all of the

domain, and can be neglected; we shall do so. The term -z^VCj ■ Vp = ztpk~]u ■

DvCj is small in comparison to the term u ■ Ve, that comes from the transport term,

as both z, and D are small; thus, we shall neglect this term as well, so that we arrive

at the equations

(1.6) <p-^- + <pzlCl-^+ V -(c,u)- V ■(Dvcl) = c,q,       i=I,...,n.

It is convenient to transform the system given by (1.6) to obtain an equation for

the pressure. Since we assume the fluid to occupy the void space in the rock, it

follows that

n n

(1.7) 2cj{x,t)= 2cj(x,t)= 1.
J= i J=i

Add the n equations of (1.6); then,

(1.8) +2zjCj-&+V-u = q,

i \

or, equivalently,

(1.9) ^Jcr"i-V-{^p)=a.

Equation (1.9) can be used along with n — 1 equations of the form (1.6) to describe

the compressible miscible displacement process, or the equations (1.6) can be put

into nondivergence form by writing the V • (c¡u) term as c,V ■ u + u ■ Vc, and
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substituting for V • u by means of (1.8) or (1.9). If this is done, the component

conservation equations become

(i.io)       ^ + +CL_ 2ZyCjl£

+ u ■ VCj - V ■ (Dvc¡) = (c, - ct)q,        i = 1,...,«.

The numerical methods that we shall introduce and analyze below can be applied

to the n component model; however, for clarity of presentation we shall confine

ourselves to a two component displacement problem. Let

(1.11) c = cx = I — c2,

a(c) = a(x,c) = k(x)p(c)   ,

7=1

Then, the differential system can be written in the form

(a) d(c)% +vu = d(c)% - V ■ (a(c)vp) = q,

(112) dc 9
(b) <t>-£ + b(c)-£ + u- vc- V ■ (Dvc) = (c - c)q.

We shall assume that no flow occurs across the boundary:

(a)     u ■ v = 0 on dti,
(I 13)
v       ' (b)     (Dvc- cu) ■ v = 0    on8fl,

where v is the outer normal to dti. In addition, the initial conditions

(a)   p(x,0)=po(x),    xEti,

( '    ' (b)   c(x,0) = c0(x),    xEti,

must be given.

Note that b(c) = d(c) = 0 if the compressibilities z, and z2 vanish; thus, the

model for the compressible problem converges to that of the incompressible model

as the fluids tend toward incompressibility.

The purpose of this paper is to formulate and analyze two numerical schemes for

approximating the solution of the system (1.12)-(1.14). In both procedures the

concentration equation (1.12b) is treated by a parabolic Galerkin procedure. In the

first method the pressure equation (1.12a) is treated by a parabolic Galerkin

procedure as well, and in the second it is treated by a parabolic mixed finite element

technique.

The analysis is given under a number of restrictions. The most important is that

the solution is smooth; i.e., q is smoothly distributed, the coefficients are smooth,

and the domain has at least the regularity required for a standard elliptic Neumann

problem to have //2(ß)-regularity and more if the piecewise-polynomial spaces used

in the finite element procedures have degree greater than one. We shall also consider
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only molecular diffusion, so that D = <p(x) dmI. The coefficients a, d, and <i> will be

assumed bounded below positively as well as being smooth. Only the continuous-time

versions of our methods will be studied here.

The finite element methods will be formulated in Section 2. The scheme based on

approximating the pressure by a Galerkin method will be analyzed in Section 3, and

the one employing a parabolic mixed finite element method for the pressure will be

treated in Section 4. The principal results of the paper are embodied in the

L2-estimates for the error given in the inequalities (3.35) and (4.31) and in the

L00-estimates (3.38), (3.39), and (4.32). The L2-estimates are of optimal order, and,

except for a factor of log //"', so are the L°°-estimates.

2. Formulation of the Finite Element Procedures. Let h = (hc, hp), where hc and

hp are positive. Let 911,, = <DltA C Wx,°°(ti) denote a standard finite element space

such that

(2.1) inf   \\z - zh\\Uq^ M\\z\\l+Uqhlc

for z E Wl+x-q(ti) and 1 < q < oo, where \\z\\kq is the norm in the Sobolev space

Wk-q(ti) and \\z\\k = ||z||Ai2. Assume that 91LA is associated with a quasi-regular

polygonalization of ti and piecewise-polynomial functions of some fixed degree

greater than or equal to /; thus, all standard inverse relations hold on 91tA, and they

will be used frequently in the analyses to come. The approximation to the concentra-

tion will be denoted by ch and will be given by a map of the time interval J = [0, T]

into <DHA based on a standard Galerkin method related to the weak form of (1.12b)

given by

(2.2) f^, *) + (« ' Vc, z) + (DVC Vz) + (b(c)^,z) = ((£ - c)q, z)

for z G H[(ti) and 0 < / *£ T, where the inner products are to be interpreted to be in

L2(ti) or L2(ti)2, as appropriate. If the approximations for the pressure and the

Darcy velocity are denoted by ph and uh, respectively, then ch is defined to be the

solution of the relations

(2.3) (*"|r. *) + ("a • Vc„, z) + (Dvch, Vz)

+ (b(ch)^f,z]j=((ch-ch)q,z),       zG%,,

for / G J. The function ch coincides with c where q > 0 and with ch where q < 0.

Equation (2.3) will be used to give the concentration in connection with both

methods for approximating p and u. In addition, the initial approximate concentra-

tion ch(0) must be determined; several ways to specify ch(0) will be indicated after

the requirements on c(0) — ch(0) become clear in the convergence analysis. The

boundary condition was used in the derivation of the weak form of the equation.

The Galerkin method for the pressure is based on the weak form of (1.12a) given

by

(2.4) (d(c)^j,v]j+(a(c)vp,Vv) = (q,v),        v E Hx(ti),
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for 0 < t < T. Let °Jih C lVx,0C(ti) be a piecewise-polynomial space of degree at

least k associated with another quasi-regular polygonalization of ti; then,

(2.5) mi\\v-vh\\Xtq<M\\v\\k+Xtqhk,        1 <?<«>,

for v E Wk + x-q(ti). Then,/?,,: J -» %h will be determined as the solution of

(2.6) (d(ch)^f,v)j+(a(ch)vph,Vv) = (q,v),        vE%h,tEJ,

starting from initial values ph(0) to be discussed later. The definition of the overall

Galerkin procedure is completed by requiring that

(2.7) u,, = -a(ch )vph.

The parabolic mixed method that we shall employ as an alternative way to

approximate the pressure is a simple generalization of a method introduced and

analyzed by Johnson and Thomée [10]. Let V = [v E //(div; ti): v ■ v = 0 on dti)

and W = L2(ti). Then, a saddle-point weak form of (1.12a) is given by the system

(a) Id(c)-rr.w) + (V • u,w) = (q,w).     wEW,
(2.8) V di       I

(b) (a(c) ]u,v) - (V ■ v, p) = 0, vEV.

Now, let Vh X Wh be a Raviart-Thomas [14], [18] space of index at least â: associated

with a quasi-regular triangulation or quadrilateralization (or a mixture of the two) of

ti such that the elements have diameters bounded by hp. If ti is polygonal, then

impose the boundary condition v ■ v = 0 on dti strongly on Vh. If dti is curvilinear

and k = 1, use the boundary element described in Johnson-Thomee [10] and impose

the boundary condition on Vh by interpolating the condition v • v = 0 at two Gauss

points on each boundary edge. (This is a nonconforming feature; the analysis below

does not cover this case explicitly, though it should extend without much difficulty

to cover it.) Since the outer boundaries of petroleum reservoirs are not known

exactly and since the regularity of the solutions of the differential equations is

usually quite limited by the presence of sources and sinks, we shall assume ti to be

polygonal and, for intuitive purposes, think of k as being either zero or one; thus, we

shall, in particular, assume in the analysis that the boundary condition is represented

exactly in Vh. The approximation properties for Vh X Wh are given by the inequali-

ties

(a) inf ||t; - «A||0 =  inf \\v - üa||lW < M\\v\\k+Xhk+X,

(2 9)
(b) inf ||v • (v - vh)\\0 < M{\\v\\k+X + ||v • v\\k+x}hk+x,

»^Vh

for v E V n Hk+X(ti)2 and, in addition for (2.9b), v • v E Hk+X(ti), and

(2.10) inf   \\w-wh\\0*ZM\\w\\k+xhk+x,       wEHk+x(ti).
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The mixed method for the pressure equation becomes the finding of a map {uh, ph}:

J -> VhX Wh such that

(a) (rf(cA)^,w)+(v«A,w) = (?,w),     wEWh,

(b) (a(chyluh,v)-(v -v,ph) = 0, vEVh,

for t EJ. Initial values must be specified for ph(0); consistent initial values uh(0) can

then be computed from (2.1 lb).

The Galerkin procedure defined by the combination of (2.3) and (2.6)-(2.7)

represents an essentially traditional finite element approach to the nonlinear para-

bolic system (1.12), and it is a direct extension of a known method for treating the

incompressible miscible problem [3], [4], [7], [8]. Thus, it is of some importance to

establish that this, the simplest, finite element method for the compressible problem

converges at an asymptotically optimal rate for smooth problems. It is well known

that the physical transport dominates the diffusive effects in realistic examples of

incompressible miscible displacement. In the liquid-liquid, compressible model

studied in this paper, the transport will again dominate the entire process. Thus, it is

more important to obtain good approximate velocities than it is to have extreme

accuracy in the pressure. As in the incompressible problem [6], this motivates the use

of the mixed method (2.11), now of parabolic type, in the calculation of the pressure

and the velocity.

The two procedures described above can easily be generalized to treat the

«-component model. The pressure equation can be handled exactly as above, so long

as the argument c in the coefficients a(c) and d(c) is interpreted as the vector

{c,,. ..,c„_,}. Instead of a single concentration equation, there will be n — 1 such

equations, and it is convenient to allow the approximation of c, to lie in <D1CA ¡,

i = l,...,n — 1, where these spaces are not required to coincide. In practice, these

spaces should be time-dependent [4], and it is possible that the pressure space, either

91A or Vh X Wh, should also adapt with time. We shall not treat the time-dependent

apace procedure here. We believe that our analyses of the two-component model

should extend to cover the «-component situation.

3. Analysis of the Galerkin Procedure. We have remarked earlier that the location

of the boundary of a petroleum reservoir is subject to some uncertainty; moreover,

the primary concern in the evaluation of a miscible displacement process will lie in

obtaining accurate information about the behavior in the interior of the domain.

Consequently, we shall emphasize the interior behavior by considering either the

no-flow boundary conditions (1.13) or by assuming ti to be a rectangle and by

replacing the no-flow boundary conditions by the assumption that the problem is

periodic with ti as period. This affects the method only in that 91tA and Vh should

reflect the periodicity.

We shall find it convenient in the analysis to project the solution of the differen-

tial problem (1.12) into the finite element spaces by means of coercive elliptic forms

associated with the differential system. First, let c = ch: J -» tyïLh be determined by

the relations

(3.1)    (Dv(c-c), Vz) + (u- V{c-c),z) +X(c~c, z) = 0,       z E %,,
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(3.3)

for t E J, where the constant X is chosen to be large enough to insure the coercivity

of the bilinear form over Hx(ti).

Similarly, letp = ph: J -» %h satisfy

(3.2) (a(c)v(p-p),W)+ p(p-p,v) = 0,        vE%h,tEJ,

where p assures coercivity over Hx(ti). Let

(a) Ç = c-c,     £ = c-ch,

(b) n=p-p,    TT=p-ph.

It is a standard result [2] in the theory of Galerkin methods for elliptic problems that

(a) m\0 + hM\U^M\\c\\l+lh'c+x,

(b) M0 + hp\\r,\U<M\\p\\k + xhk+x

for / E J and a constant that depends on bounds for lower order derivatives of c and

p. An argument similar to that used by Wheeler [19] can be applied to the

time-differentiated forms of (3.1) and (3.2) to show that

K
dt

ÖT)
(3.5)

(a)

(b)

dt

3r/"37

+ h. M i/+i
8c
dt /+i

j+i

+ h,
dt M \\p\\k+i

dp

dt k+\

;k+l

where now M depends on lower order derivatives of c, p, and their first derivatives

with respect to time.

We shall begin by deriving an evolution inequality for the difference tt between

the projection p and the approximate solution ph. The equations (2.6) and (3.2) can

be differenced to show that

(3.6)    (d(ch)^,v)+(a(ch)VTT,Vv)

= ({a(ch) - a(c)}vp, W) + ({</(<•„) - d(c))^,v)

-(d(c)|j,o) +p(v,v),       t>GV)l„.

Select 3w/3/ as the test function in (3.6) and observe the relation

jt(a(ch)VTT.VTT) = 2^a(ch)v^,V^]j + ( |§(cj-|r Vit, Vît)

= 2(a(ch)v,,V^) -(fc(ch)^v,,Vn) +(^(ch)^V,,V,).

Thus,

(3.7)

(   ^í \      1 Ida,    ,3c \

+ [{a(ch)-a(c)}vp,V^)+({d(ch)-d(c)}d-£,^

1 /3a

2 a?'

-M-SM'-S)
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The only term in (3.7) that must be handled delicately is that involving a(ch) — a(c);

it will be carried momentarily while the others are treated in a straightforward

manner. We have assumed the coefficients d(c) and a(c) to be bounded above and

below by positive constants independently of c. Thus,

(3.8)    d,
dir

dt

K

l_d_

2 dt

WVTT

(a(ch)VTT, V>t)

o
lO.oc |V77||0 +

dp

di 0,x
(llillo + HSllo) + +

9t)
dt

x
9w

dt 9/
\Vtt\

O.oo

+ -[{a{ch)-a(c))Vp.V-^]

Make the induction hypothesis that

(3.9) HVir||0,x

for some constant Kx. Apply (3.4), (3.5), and (3.9) to (3.8) to obtain the inequality

Kt

(3.10) 3/
+ --(a(ch)VTT, Vit)

K2\\\vnl + UWl + h2l+2 + h2k"   \+e

+ 2[(a(ch)-a(c))vp,V
dm"37

where  K2  depends  on  Kx   and  ||3c/3?||0oo,   ||3/>/3i||0,0

\\dp/dt\\k+x. Now, integrate (3.10) in time to see that

(3.11)    dJ'W^ 2dr+(a(ch)VTT,Vm)(t)
Jo II "'   o

<K2\j'(\\VTT\\2 + U\\2)dr+(h

\P\\k+i> and

21+2 + h2k + 2

+  (a(ch)VTT,VrT)(0).

Let us select an initialization procedure for the pressure and the concentration.

Note that the values ph(0) need to be chosen so that ||W(0)||0 = 0(hk+x) if

optimality is to be preserved. While there are many ways to do this, the simplest one

from the point of view of our analysis is to take ph(0) to be the elliptic projection of

the initial data. Analogous considerations will be seen shortly to apply to the choice

of ch(0). Thus, we assign

(3.12)
(a) Ph(0)=p(0)   or   77(0) = 0,

(b) cA(0) = c(0)    or   |(0) = 0.
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We can avoid an apparent loss of a factor h  by integrating the {a(ch) — a(c)}-term

by parts in time. Thus,

(3.13)   ¡'^{a(ch)-a(c))vp,V^)dr

= ({a(ch) - a(c)}vp, VTr)(t)-f({a(ch) - a(c)} V-^, w) dr

-/'( 97{«(«*) - a(c)}vp,VTTJ dt

dpi
K

/'•in dt 1,00
(llfllo + llillo)

+ 11^1
1,00 3/

+
3/

\VlT%d7

K
•>C\

|V77||2

+ ll^(Olli.oo(llf(Ollo + IIÉ(Ollo)llV^Ollo

i€Ho)^ + iií(/)ii2 + a;,h

+ e||V7T (oiio+«r
Jixo I! 3'

dr,

by (3.4). The constant K in (3.13) depends on the U°(J; Wlo0(ñ))-norms of p and

dp/dt. Since k> 1, it follows from (3.4), (3.5), the embedding inequality [16]

(3.14) No.=o<MlogA;')     II«

holding on 9lA and the trivial inequality ||u||li00 < Aí/i 'llalli that these norms are

bounded for sufficiently smooth solutions. We can now combine (3.11) and (3.13) to

obtain our desired evolution inequality for tt:

(3.15)    /' dt dr + \\VTT(t)\\l

^ f(\\Vm\\l + U\\l)dr + U(t)\\l + h2J+2 + hf + 2   +£('0   dT>
So p A) II <" llo

where /C3 depends, in particular, on the induction bound (3.9).

We can turn to the derivation of a corresponding evolution inequality for |. It

follows from (2.2) and (3.1) that

(3.16)    (<i»||, z) +(«■ Vc,z) + (Dvc,Vz)+ (b(c)^,

= ((c-c)q,z)-(<t,fi,z)+X(t;,z)-(b(c)^,z)

Note that

(3.17)

ZG91L,.

(c- c)- (ch- ch) =
-tt + |),     q>0,
0, q<0.
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Difference (3.16) and (2.3) and apply (3.17). Then,

(3.18)     (</>f, z) + (uh • v*, z) + (DVL Vz) + (b(ch)^,z)

= -((i; + t)q+,z)-(*f¡,z)+X(!;,z)-(b(c)^,z)

+ (K - u) ■ Vc, z)+((b(ch) - b(c))^, z),       z G %,.

Choose  the   test   function  z = 3£/3/,   and   move  the  terms  (uh ■ v£, z)   and

(¿>(cA)37r/3i, z) to the right-hand side. It follows that

3£   3n   ,   1  d<3-">   (*MK>^>
^K «aIIo.ooIIvIHo h

+ (("/,-") • vc, -^-j

3/
+ IKII0 + IIÉII0 + +

3tj

3/ OJ

3/
+ K, m\\i + 11ÍH0 +

31

877

3/
+ A2/+2 + A2/[+2

IK-") ' ve' "§7 ) '

where KA depends on Kx and various norms of the solution of the differential

system. Next, observe that

(3.20)        ((uh-u)- Vc,-^) = ((a(c)vp-a(ch)vPh)- Vc,|^)

= \{a(c) - a(ch))vph ■ Vc, — j

+ (a(c)w • Vc, j- j + (a(c)vrj ' v¿\ ^7]

(fl(c)VT? • Vc, ||) + tf5[||?||0 + Hin,, + ||V77||0]
3|
3/

where #5 depends on AT,. If (3.20) is applied to (3.19) and the resulting inequality

integrated in time, then it can be seen that

3¿<»■> m dr + \\Vt(t)\\l

Kf /'Hill 3/
+ IIV77H2      rfT

+« 21+2 + h] + f'(a(c)vvvc,^)dr

where again K6 depends on Kx.

We wish to integrate by parts in space in the inner product in the last integral.

First, shift c to c:

(3.22)    (a(c)vi?- Vc,||) = (a(c)Vîj- Vc,||) - (a(c)vr, • Vf,|^).
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Now apply the L°°(ti)-eTror estimate [9], [11], [17]

(3.23) IIV?|lo.oo<M|kll,+ 1,oo«c>

with M depending on some lower order norms of c and p, to the last term of (3.22)

to see that

a(c)VT) • vf, Yt) < Khkh[.
3/

so that

(3.24)
3€CÍ   ,  x ,  3n   , /v|| 3£

</t + AT/2*//2'

H
ej'lf    dr + K(h2pk + 2 + hr2).

J0 II  °<     0

Next, if ( •, - ) denotes the inner product on L2(3Í2),

31
(3.25)        (íi(c)VT,- Vc,-±

I       ,  , 9c di \     I        .  . 3f ...      , 9|\
= ^^i^^-aT/" (7,,a(c)vc- V g7+ V • (a(c)vc)—),

and note that the boundary integral vanishes for either the periodic problem or for

the no-flow boundary condition, as Dvc ■ v = 0 on dti for either the simple form

D = <pdmI of the diffusion coefficient being analyzed here or the more general form

given by (1.3). Since

(3.26) f^,v(a(c)vc)f)dr\^ef^
'II 3|

3/
di + Khpk+1,

we are left with the single term involving v 3£/3/. This term should be integrated by

parts in time:

(3.27)   j'\\,a(c)vc- v||) di

= (r¡,a(c)vc- Ví)(t)

-/0'[(^a(c)vc- v*) + (i¿M<Ovc),ví)]rfT

elIVÉÍOHo-+ * f\\Vè\\2odr + h2pk + 2
Jn

The various relations (3.22)-(3.27) and the trivial inequality

(3.28) |||(Ollo=/'4||É||^T<£r|§    dT + KÍ'u\\ldi
J0 at j0 y öt  0 j0

can be combined with (3.21) to show that

3É
JQ || di

dr + U(t)

Ki
/:»«

37T

3/
+ \\Vn\\i\dT + h2k+2 + h2cl

with K7 dependent on Kx.
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The object is to combine (3.15) and (3.29) in a judicious manner so that we can

obtain estimates in LX(J; H](ti)) for both tt and £, along with estimates in

L2(J; L2(ti)) for d-u/dt and 3£/3/. First, use the analogue of (3.28) for tt to replace

the L2(S2)2-norms of Vtt by //'(ßj-norms of tt, and simultaneously apply (3.28)

itself on the right-hand side of (3.15). Thus,

|2

(3.30)    /
377

~dt
dr + \\Ti{t\ K,

+ e

/'(IM

311

+ H\\2o) dr + h2pk + 2 + h
21-t 2

f 3/
dr,

where, as usual, the constant A8 depends on A,. Now, take a (K7 + l)-multiple of

(3.30) and add it to (3.29). Require that the e appearing in (3.30) be sufficiently small

that (K7 + l)e this increases A8, but not A7.  After a minor amount of

collecting terms, we see that

(3-3D    /'(I•'o \l 3/ 3/
dT +  \\t(t)

< A<

Ht]

/'(lililí
Ja

+   II7T )dr + h) + h21+2

with A9 depending on A",. Thus, it follows from the Gronwall lemma that

(3.32)    HtlZ.*(/;//Vn)) + M
dt L\j;L\Q))

\Uc(J;ll\ü)) +
dir

dt

Y

|/.-(7;/.J(S/))

<K*(hk+l +h[+]

where K* is supposed to depend on the induction bound AT, for V7r in Lx(ti). The

quasi-regularity of the polygonalization for the space Gïlh implies that

(3-33) IIV7r||/.«(y;/..(n))<A'(^ + //t4 'A;').

Adopt the restriction between the two spaces that

(3-34) a+ia; 0    asA-0.

If (3.34) holds, then A, could have been taken to the arbitrarily small and a choice

can be made for K* that is independent of A,.

A justification of the induction hypothesis can be given at this point. What has

been shown is that, if V7r is bounded uniformly by some constant A,, then Vtt tends

uniformly to zero as A and A(. tend to zero subject to (3.34). Now, the initial

conditions were chosen so that Vtt(0) = 0; hence, for any fixed pair (A hc), (3.9)

holds for 0 *£ r < Th for some Th > 0. The implication of (3.3) and (3.4) is that

Th = Tíot (hp, hc) sufficiently small; i.e., (3.9) holds for small (hp, hc).

The relation (3.34) is unimportant, since normally the parameters hp and A( would

be selected such that

0<Mx<h[+xhp<k+] M-,

so that

A'+1A-' < Mh[l+X)kAk+X) - 0   as A - 0.
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Error estimates in L2(ti) result from combining (3.32) with the bounds given by

(3.4) and (3.5) for the projection errors. We see that, under the constraint (3.34),

(3.35)    ||c     cA||Loo(/.L2(a)) + Ac||c     Ch\\ix{j;H\si)) +
3c _ 9cA

¥~"37

+ \\P -

a(a£+1 + h[+]

I.X{J:L2(Q)) + hn\\u        «/,ll¿"(j:z.^(o)=) +
3p      3/?A

3/       3/ /.-(./;/.-<ß)

where the constant A depends on spatial derivatives of order not greater than / + 1

of c and 9c/9i and of order not greater than k + 1 of p and dp/dt. The use of the

//"-estimate (3.23) means that A involves a bit more than the minimal regularity of c

and p that would be required by the approximation properties of the spaces 91LA and

91A in order that a bound of the form derived could hold; however, our primary

objective of obtaining optimal rates of convergence has been achieved.

We can derive an almost optimal L°°-estimate from (3.32), as well. The bound

(3.23) can be expanded to the more complete form [9], [11], [17]

(3-36)
(a)    llfllo.« + ««KllI.oo<A/||c||/+1.oeA:+1(logA:,)a,

(b) M\0.x+h„\\v\U. M\\p\\l+x.xhk+x(logh-;)  ,

0 for k> 1. Thewhere a = 1 for / = 1, a = 0 for / > 1, ß = 1 for k = 1, and ß

embedding inequality (3.14) and the bound (3.32) imply that

(3.37) ll«ll/.=c(7;i.°c(0H "■"' ll7rllz.3C(7:/.°c(Ö))

K(hkp+x + h<c+x)\(logh-pxy/¿ + (logh;x)-l\'/2

Thus, it follows for k

(3.38) ||c /.Il/.*(./;/.=°(£!))

1 and / » 1 that

+  \\P  ~ /'/,ll/.0O(y;i.~(£2))

<A(A*+1+A'i+1)(logA;l + logA-1).

The bounds (3.23) and (3.33) combine to give the estimate

(3.39) \\u - uh\\L-iJiL.m < a(a* + A^'A,1);

if hk+x and h[+x are of the same size, then this estimate is of optimal order. Both

(3.38) and (3.39) assume (3.34) to hold.

We have shown that the standard Galerkin procedure as applied to the parabolic

system describing compressible miscible displacement is asymptotically of optimal

order in L2(£2) and almost so in L°°(ß) when the solution of the problem is smooth.

Actual petroleum reservoir simulation would lead to less smoothness than we have

assumed, and the argument that we have presented does not cover the case of

sources and sinks, the wells that occur in a petroleum reservoir. Two arguments [6],

[8], [12] have been constructed for the incompressible problem to handle sources and

sinks, but each involves the equally unphysical assumption that the viscosity is

independent of the concentration.
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4. Analysis of the Mixed Method Procedure. We again find the projection of the

solution of the differential problem into the finite element space <DltA X Vh X Wh

valuable in the analysis of the convergence of the method resulting from the

combination of (2.3) and (2.11). Let c, the projection of the concentration, remain

defined by (3.1), and let {«, p), the projection of the Darcy velocity and the

pressure, be given as the solution of the elliptic mixed method equations

(a)     [d(c)^,w)+(v -u,w) = (q,w), Wh,

(4J) (b)    (a(c)ü,v)-(v -v,p)=0, vEVh,

(c)    (p,l) = (p,l),

where a(c) = a(c)~] and / G J. Set

(42, (a)    ri=p-p,     TT=p-ph,

(b)    p = u — ü,    a = ü — uh,

and retain the definitions f = c — c and t¡ = c — ch.

Initialize the approximations to concentration and pressure by taking

(43) (a)    cA(0) = c(0)    or    {(0) = 0,

(b)    Ph(0)=p(0)    or    tt(0)= 0.

It follows that a(0) = 0. Note that ü(0) and p(0) can be computed, since dp/dt(0)

can be evaluated using the differential system.

If the relations (4.1) and (2.8) are differenced, we see that the projection error

satisfies the equations

(a) (V-P,tv) = 0, wEWh,

(b) (a(c)p,v)-(v -v,V)=0,     vEVh.

A projection almost identical to this one was analyzed in [6]; there, the average value

of p over ti was set to zero to coincide with the average value of p, and here (4.1c)

imposes the equality of the average values of p and p. The effect of adding (4.1c) is

to drop the necessity that the "inf sup" condition H2 of Brezzi [1] hold for the

constant functions in Wh. Thus, the estimate [6, (5.2)] given by

(4-5) IIpII„(M + IMIo^|I/>IU+3^+'

holds for t E J with the constant M dependent only on bounds for the coefficient

a(c), but not on c itself.

We shall need bounds on 9p/9i and 9r//9i as well. Differentiate  the  error

equations (4.4) with respect to / to obtain the relations

(a)    (v-^,w)=0, wEWh,

<4'6>   «  (««>!?.•)-(*■•.$)— (SMfr-')-   «ei.
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Let q E Wh and s G Vh, and write d-q/dt and 8p/8í in the forms dt]/dt = (q —

dp/dt) + (dp/dt - q) and dP/dt = (s - dù/dt) + (du/dt - s). Assume that (q, 1)

= (p, 1). Then,

(4.7)

(a)     (v'(*-fH = (v(^)4       »^
(b)   (.(,-g),.)-(v...,-3£)

The boundedness of the inverse operator for the mixed method over Vh X Wh

demonstrated in [6, (4.4)] implies that

(4.8)

Thus,

(4-9)

dû

dt H(div;fl)

dp

dt M Updo í —
3u

3/
+

ff(div;8)

3£
3/

3p

3/
+

H(div;i2)

3r)

1)7

i(M+l)  ||p||0+ inf
9«

9;
+  inf

H(div;ß)        fEIC,

9p

9?

<M' \\\p\\k+3 +
dp
dt k + 3

Af.

Now, difference (4.1a) and (2.11a) and take 877/8/ as the test function:

(4,o)   («„,£.£) + (*...£)

-(«O-*»*.*)-(*>&■£)■

Next, difference (4.1b) and (2.11b), differentiate with respect to time, and then

choose a for the test function; the following equation results:

(4.11)     (l(a(ch)o),a) - (v ■ a,£) = (^ [(«(cA) - «(c))*], a).

Since

J/
(«(<*)*.») = 2(^(a(cA)a),a) -   j ^(cj^c

3a

9c"

9^

9/

we see that

(4.12)    i|Wc>,„)-(va,f)

= (^[(«(c»)-«(c))i],a)-{(||(c,)-^o,.).
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Momentarily, we shall add (4.10) and (4.12); however, let us bound the four terms

on the right-hand sides of the two relations. Note that (4.5), (4.9), and quasi-regular-

ity imply that dp/dt, ü, and 3w/8/ are bounded in Lx(ti); we have seen previously

that 8c/3i is bounded. First

(4.13) (d(ch)-d(c))f,^

<£

tf{IIÉIIo + ll?llo}

377

9/

Then, from (4.9),

(4.14) d(c)
3t)      377~37'~37

3/

377

+ K[U\\2 + h2l+2].

dt
+ Kh2pk + 2.

Next,

(4.15)
_9_
9/

[(a(ch) - a(c))ü],o

9«_/    ,^£h_ _ 3a ,     9c

dc[Ch) dt " dc[c)dt
[a(ch) - a(c)] — ,a

<K\\o\

31

3/
+

Finally,

(4.16)

3/

3a dch
9c"(c^^a'a

+ llalla + llíllo

+ ^{ll^llo + l|a||,2) + A2/+2}.

/3a 9c        \       I da 3| \
{—(Ch)-o,a) + ( — (ch)--o,o)

K\\o\\2 + Kmin{h-;,h;])
9|
dt

where we pass through the use of the L°°-norm on either 3£/3/ or a and then

quasi-regularity to return to the L2-norm. We are expecting to show that

Ho=o(*ri+*'+i).   iGy'
and we should like to make an induction hypothesis of the form

(4.17) ||o||0min(A;', A"1) -0   asA-0.

Let us require that

(4.18) min^+V»«'/1«;1)^0   asA-0.

Note that this condition is satisfied for the natural choice of a relation between hp

and hc, namely that hk+x and A'c+1 are of the same size. Thus, if hk+ ' = A'4" ', then

uk+\h-\  _  Uk+\)l/(l+\) hl+lh-]  = /,('+')*/(*+!)
"p       'c "p ' c     "p "c >

and the first term always tends to zero; the second does as well if k > 1. If (4.18)

holds, then we can expect that ||a||0 min(A^', A"1) will tend to zero as A goes to zero.
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Consequently, we assume inductively that (4.17) holds. Then,

(4.19)
3a dch
3c"(c^^a'a ;[min(A;1,A-1)||a||0]:

3|

3/
+ Allai

3/
ATllCTl!

for A sufficiently small.

We can sum (4.10) and (4.12) and apply the estimates (4.13), (4.14), (4.15), and

(4.19) to obtain the evolution inequality

8t7||2 ,   d ,  ,   ,      ,  _J3¿r2
(4.20) 3?

+ -(a(ch)a,a)<8
dt

+ K[U\\2 + \\a\\2 + h2cl+2 + h2pk+2],

where, by (4.17), the constant ô can be taken as small as we like as A tends to zero.

The constant A depends on norms of the solution of the differential system and on

the value of e used in (4.15), but it does not need to depend on the choice of e used

in (4.19).

We turn again to the concentration equation. We reach (3.18) as before. The term

(uh ■ v£, 3£/8r) must be treated differently in order to get to the equivalent of

(3.19). Note that

(4.21 uh ■ VÍ,
3/ |fi|lo.JIVÍHo3/

a'V*'37J

¡[llfillo^ + ifminÍA^.A-'JllalloJlIvÉII,

The second term in the bracket tends to zero under the induction hypothesis (4.17),

and ||ö||0iOO can be bounded as follows. We have already assumed that ||w||0oo is

bounded; thus, it suffices to estimate ||p||0 00. For any v E Vh,

I"- üIIO.oo  "+- II« - "llo.oo

+ *V||M - V=S= ||M — t>

and a choice can be made for v such that

(4.22)

Kh-px\\u-a\\

Pllo.oo<*ll«ll*+..oo"£-

For k > 1, ||ö||0i00 is bounded by any number larger than the L00-bound for u for

small A; for k = 0, the bound for ||w||0oo is independent of A, though somewhat

larger than the bound for u alone. In any case,

3II'2
(4.23) ( «* • v€

3|
3/ K\\Vè\\0

M
3/ dt + K\\VÍ;\\20,

with A independent of A for sufficiently small A, provided that (4.17) holds. Thus,

(3.19) remains valid, with KA now dependent on (4.17).

Next, note that

(4.24)
/ . 3£\       // x 3£
(«A -«) '  VC, -rjj   =   \(P + O) ■  VC, -7-

3|
3/ K(\\a\\2 + h2/+2 ).
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so that

<-> (»M+ -(Dvè,V$)

K\U\\2 + \\o\\20 +
3t7

3/
+ A21+2 + h2k + 2

The inequalities (4.20) and (4.25) can be integrated in time and manipulated in the

same fashion as in the previous section to obtain the following preliminary estimate:

(4.26)    ||í||L-(y.„.(n)) + + llo|
L2(J:L2(,Í¡))

+
377

3/

L*(J;L-(Q)2)

L2(J,L2(Ü))

K(hk+x+h[+x),

where the constant K depends on the L°°(J; ^"""'^(fi^-norms of c and 8c/3i, and

the L°°(J; ^*+3(fl))-norms of p and dp/dt, and the LX(J; H^+2'°°(ß))-norm oí p.

We must verify that the induction hypothesis (4.17) holds in order to finish the proof

that (4.26) does hold as A tends to zero.

The verification of (4.17) on the basis of the preliminary estimate (4.26) requires

treating the two cases ht

(4-27)

hc and hp > hc If A   <AC, then

\\a\\0min(h-px,h;x)<K(hk+xh;x+h[.).

For k > 1, the right-hand side of (4.27) is 0(hp + h'c) and tends to zero, as desired.

For k = 0, it should be expected that hp < hc, and we must impose a relation

between A and hc to force the convergence to zero in (4.27). Let us require that

there exist positive constants y, and y2 such that

(4.28) Y, ̂ A/,A"2<y2    ii k = 0;

then A*+1A-' = 0(hx/2) = 0(hc) and (4.17) holds.

If, on the other hand, hc< hp, then

(4.29) ||a||0min(A;', A"1) <*(** + A'C+1A;') < K(hk + h'c),

and, since k > 1, convergence to zero takes place. Thus, the inequality (4.17) holds

as A tends to zero, and the estimate (4.26) is fully demonstrated. Note that two

constraints (4.18) for all k and (4.28) for k = 0 have been imposed.

It follows easily by integration of dm/dt in time that

(4.30) \'!t\\l°°(J;L2(Sí))
K(hk+X •J+\

)

We can now combine (4.5), (4.9), (4.26), and (4.30), along with inequalities (3.4a),

(3.5a), and (3.36a) of the previous section to obtain error estimates. The direct

application of (4.26) and (4.30) leads to the L2-bounds

(4.31) lC - Ch\\L~(J;L2iQ)) + AC||C Ch\\L<°(J;H'(il)) +

3c

3/

dCj,

dt L2(J;L2(a))

+ ll/>-/>/,llz»(./;Z.2(Q)) + ll"

dp      dp,
+

dt       dt L2(J;L\Ü))

uh\\L°°(J;L2(Q)2)

K(hk+x + h<:x),
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provided that (4.18) and, if k = 0, (4.28) hold. It should be observed that the

velocity u is being approximated asymptotically to the same order as the pressure

and the concentration; this should lead to better results at coarser levels of

discretization than for the standard Galerkin method. Of course, more parameters

are induced by the Raviart-Thomas spaces than for the usual finite element spaces

for the same index k. An /.'"-estimate can be given for the concentration:

(4.32) \\c-ch\\L^j,L^a))^K(hkp+x +h>;x)logh-ix,

which is again almost optimal. An L°°-estimate for the pressure should also be

derivable from an extension of the L00 argument given in Johnson-Thomée [10];

since they do not offer any Lx bounds for the velocity and since the velocity is still

our main practical concern in the treatment of the pressure, we shall not pursue this

estimate.
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